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COTTON DREAMS

Lovingly refurbished to retain as much of the original
grandeur of its neoclassical 19th century façade
as possible, the Cotton House Hotel, Autograph
Collection in the heart of Barcelona’s Eixample
CHRSQHBSHR@ƥMDDW@LOKDNESGDQDFHNMŗRFQD@S"@S@K@M
bourgeoisie. Once the headquarters of the city’s
prestigious Fundación Textil Algodonera (Cotton Textile
Foundation), the building’s imposing marble staircases,
delicate parquet, and elaborate boiserie-embellished
ceilings and walls are showcased alongside modern
elements such as a metal frame-suspended spiral
staircase and contemporary art pieces.
The hotel’s cocktail bar and restaurant, Batuar,
NƤDQRMNM RSNOCHMHMFEQNL@ L SHKKLHCMHFGS
(something rarely seen in the city) amidst a lush
colonial interior and spacious outdoor patio. The
@BBNLLNC@SHNMR@QDDWODBSDCKXQDƥMDC@MCRO@BHNTR 
with a high emphasis on—you guessed it—cotton;
décor is inspired by the natural palette of the cotton
plant, a chromatic combination of white, black and
sepia to evoke softness and organic comfort, while
linens are made with 300-thread count mercerized
Egyptian cotton.
Gran Vía de les Corts Catalanes, 670, 08010
Barcelona, Spain
Tel: +34 934 50 50 45
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WAKE UP AMONG
VINEYARDS
Nestled within the grounds of one
NESGDƥMDRSHMCDODMCDMSANTSHPTD
wineries in South Africa’s Stellenbosch
region, Oldenburg Vineyard’s new
luxury villa, The Homestead, was
converted from the Cape Dutch original
family home, and is surrounded by
dramatic scenery and great food and
wine. The residence comes complete
with a glass-walled wine cellar housing
the owner’s personal collection, as well
as a massive kitchen with marvellous
views of the mountains. Awardwinning restaurants, nature reserves,
golf courses, and the region’s best
internationally recognised wineries
such as Delaire and Tokara are just a
short drive away.
Oldenburg Vineyards, Zevenrivieren
Road, Banghoek Valley, Stellenbosch
Tel: +27 21 885 1618
Email: homestead@oldenburgvineyards.com

A foodie retreat
in Provence

Known for its 300 days of sunshine per year
and synonymous with Van Gogh himself, the
once-sleepy town of Saint-Rémy-de-Provence
is known has bloomed with the growth
of world-class restaurants and designer
boutiques. The exclusive seven-suite Hôtel
de TourrelGNTRDCVHSGHM@BG@QLHMFSG
century manor is a sanctuary for gourmet
lovers—the in-house Restaurant d’Almeran
is helmed by the young but talented chef
Benoit Fauci, who used to run the kitchen at
Michelin-starred Les Chênes Verts in Tourtour.
The private dining space plates up an
innovative menu of nouveau Mediterranean
dishes, while the segregated wine boutique
@MCA@QHRƦ@MJDCAX@ƦNNQ SN BDHKHMFVHMD
rack, and includes rare and vintage ambrosias.
5 Rue Carnot, 13210 Saint-Rémy-deProvence, France
Phone: +33 4 84 35 07 20

Marriott debuts
in Taipei

The launch of Taipei Marriott Hotel
last month marks Marriott Internation@KŗRƥQRSNTSONRSHM3@HV@M @MCAN@RSR
one of the largest integrated complexes in the city, consisting a hotel,
shopping mall, luxury apartments, and
convention centre. A beacon of ecoconscious modernity in the heart of the
commercial district, over 60 percent
of the hotel’s foundation is covered
in lush botanicals, most of which are
indigenous to Taiwan, including the
Green Maple, Camphora, Flamegold,
Formosa Sweetgum, Taiwan Cherry, Red
Ginger, Chinese Hibiscus and more.
3NOƦNNQRNƤDQCDFQDDO@Moramic views of the Keelung River, the
iconic Taipei 101 tower, and glittering
cityscape views of the Xinyi district.
No. 199 Lequn 2nd Road, Zhongshan
District, Taipei City, Taiwan 10462
Tel: +886 2 8502 9999
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A SPECTACULAR
STAYCATION

Beat the crowd without missing the celebrations of our nation’s 50th
birthday by checking into The Fullerton Hotel or The Fullerton Bay Hotel
for the festive weekend.
THE GRAND DAME
The Fullerton Hotel was once a colonial building that housed the General
/NRS.ƧBD 3GD$WBG@MFD @MCSGD2HMF@ONQD"KTA .MDNE2HMF@ONQDŗR
LNRSL@FMHƥBDMSHBNMRVHSGHSRFQ@MCMDNBK@RRHB@KE@¢@CD@MCKDFDMC@QX
RDQUHBD SGDGNSDKHRNƤDQHMF@QNNLO@BJ@FD@SʙODQMHFGSENQ
accommodation in the classically designed Courtyard Room, complete
VHSGATƤDSAQD@JE@RSENQSVN@SSGDQHUDQRHCD3NVM1DRS@TQ@MS .SGDQODQJR
include two Merlion mocktails at Post Bar, a complimentary one-way
@QQHU@KNQCDO@QSTQDKHLNTRHMDSQ@MREDQ ʙMDSSCHMHMFBQDCHS @MC@KHLHSDC
edition Fullerton Merlion Plush Bear.
3GDHBHMFNMSGDB@JDŕSGDGNSDKNƤDQRFQD@SUHDVRNESGDTOBNLHMF
-@SHNM@K#@X/@Q@CD@SSGD/@C@MF 3GHRLNLDMSNTR&NKCDM)TAHKDD
celebration will be our most extravagant, and at The Fullerton Hotel you’ll
G@UDEQNMSQNVRD@SRSNSGDRODBS@BTK@QƥQDVNQJR@MCBNKNTQETKCHROK@XR 
WATERFRONT CHIC
The only hotel built on the waters of Marina Bay, The Fullerton Bay Hotel
is a stunning beacon of our city’s heritage and modernity. Chill out at the
much talked-about Lantern rooftop bar, or share a hearty meal at The
"KHƤNQC/HDQ VGHBGVHKKNƤDQ@RODBH@KŖ2HMF@ONQDŗR"TKHM@QX&Q@MC#@LDR
Menu’ during the month of August, showcasing Peranakan favourites such
as Babi Chin with White Rice & Nonya Achar and Chicken Almond-Cashew
Curry served with Nasi Kuning.
3GD2ʙODQMHFGS@BBNLLNC@SHNMO@BJ@FDHMBKTCDR@RS@XHM
HSRKTWTQHNTR#DKTWD1NNLVHSGƦNNQ SN BDHKHMFFK@RRVHMCNVR@MC@
OQHU@SDA@KBNMXNƤDQHMFL@QUDKKNTRUHDVRNESGDV@SDQEQNMS@MC,@QHM@
Bay Light Show in the evenings. Guests will also enjoy breakfast for two
at La Brasserie, two Merlion mocktails at The Landing Point lounge, a
BNLOKHLDMS@QXNMD V@X@QQHU@KNQCDO@QSTQDKHLNTRHMDSQ@MREDQ ʙMDSS
dining credit, and a limited edition Fullerton Merlion Plush Bear.
Book the room packages on the hotels’ websites at www.fullertonhotel.com
and www.fullertonbayhotel.com and receive an additional $50nett dining
credit. SG50 room packages valid till 30 December 2015.

A CELEBRATION OF OUR HERITAGE
Every night from 1 August to 9 August 2015
Both visitors and Singapore residents alike will be treated to a
spectacular light show that will be projected onto the façade of The
Fullerton Hotel.
Watch history unfold in 3D detail as the light show traces the early
C@XRNESGD%TKKDQSNMATHKCHMF@RSGD&DMDQ@K/NRSNƧBD SGQNTFG@
 XD@QV@KJCNVMLDLNQXK@MD@RSNKCSGQNTFGONRS@FDRS@LOR 
ADENQDBTKLHM@SHMFHM@FQ@MCƥMHRGSNL@QJSGDM@SHNMŗRSG
birthday.
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